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A Wonderful Experience
Serving as President
As I write this final column, New York is

been an incredibly rewarding experience and

snowbound, it’s raining in sunny California,

I have enjoyed myself thoroughly. I am so

and I am on an airplane flying east for an

proud of our organization.

IECA Executive Board meeting. I’ve got my

published authors increases regularly.

Our association is strong and remains

We continue to be recognized as the standard

committed to excellence. We are providing

bearer of educational consultants. Our office

opportunities for professional development,

staff is outstanding (thank you Mark, Sue,

training, and developing new leaders; we

Janice, Sarah, Rachel, Sheila, and Pat!!) and,

I am struggling with how to write my last

have more initiatives “in the works” than

as always, members are sharing ideas with

article as president of IECA. Simply put, I

ever before, and we are determined to meet

leadership and working with each other.

want to tell you how honored I am to have

the needs of our membership as we look to

had the opportunity to serve our association.

the future. Using old and new technology,

Frankly, there are not enough words to

from telephones to Facebook, we have

convey the sense of pride I feel in our

improved our ability to do association work

association. Our A+ logo is more than a logo.

between conferences. We have increasingly

stack of reading, a working agenda, Michael
Jackson’s “This is it” is on the overhead
video, and music fills my ears.

I honestly can’t quantify my accomplishments
as president. I didn’t have a “theme” as
President, my personal goals never appeared
in print. I know that I have been outspoken
on occasion and not spoken out enough on
others; there are thank you notes I have not
written and phone calls I forgot to make. I
also know that I have had a good run; it’s

Insights

more members actively volunteering in our
association and in their own communities.
Our members are serving as committee
members, board members, mentors, leading
affinity groups, teaching, speaking and
writing in our communities. New social
media enables members who are not able

To be sure, we have challenges ahead, but I
am confident that our association is in good
hands, and I remain excited about all that
we do. I once heard a seminar instructor
advise association volunteers to “Do good,
have fun, and cherish the association that
gives you the opportunity to do both at the
same time.” With your help, I have been
able to follow that advice. Thank you for
your support, dedication, and commitment
to excellence.

to attend our conferences to share their
thoughts and participate in our organization
by joining teleconferences as committees

Diane H. Geller

conduct meetings. The number of our

President
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Want a 12 oz. soda? That’ll be 341 milliliters.
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If you are told to travel 20 meters before turning right, that’s about 65 feet.
If you hear it’s 20 degrees [Celsius] don’t panic; it’s about 68 degrees Fahrenheit.

Need gasoline? Thirty-eight liters equals 10 gallons.
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E thics D iscussion

Subcontracting in Accordance with IECA’s Ethical Standards
by Dodge Johnson (PA), IECA’s Vice President for Ethics & Professional Practices
A sign that educational consulting is

and yet, at the same time, create enough financial transparency

strong and healthy is that consultants’

so clients could see that charges were partly for Homeward

business arrangements continue to

Bound’s services and partly for ECS’s ongoing coordination,

evolve. And when they do, we want to be

responsibility, and oversight. In other words, that all fees and

sure they accord with IECA’s Principles of

profits were based on work performed, as specified in the PGP.

Good Practice.

Working together we created an arrangement that preserved
the branding, yet where billing made clear who was charging

George Posner (NY) and Sarah Finney (UT) of Educational

for what. With this arrangement the ECS and Homeward Bound

Consulting Services (ECS) wanted to subcontract—that

model fully meets the ethical standards of the PGP.

is, offer as their own—in-home services provided by Tim
Thayne’s Homeward Bound. This differed from more common

Fresh ideas and new business practices benefit us all. So does

arrangements where a firm provides its own services through

making sure they reflect our ethical standards, since we all rely on

partners, employees, or independent contractors—or refers

IECA’s reputation as the “gold standard” in educational consulting.

clients out. So they asked IECA to help them make sure their

Collaborating to find solutions that do both can only enrich us all.

model would be “kosher” in terms of our PGP.
The challenge was how to “brand” Homeward Bound services
so that the relationship would look seamless to the outside world

IECA Presence Felt at LDA Conference
by Pam Tedeschi, IECA (MD), Chair, Learning Disabilities Committee
Several members of the LD Committee attended and proudly

of new software were helpful to watch; there are several new programs

represented IECA at the LDA (Learning Disabilities Association of

that could assist many of our clients who are diagnosed with reading

America) International Conference in Baltimore, February 17-19, 2010.

and writing disorders.

This was IECA’s first formal participation at LDA. Our presence at the
conference enabled us to reach out to the community and cultivate
relationships with professionals and parents in the field of learning
disabilities. Over a thousand people attended the conference. We

Many sessions and a few exhibits focused on the link between toxins in
the environment and LD. We are interested in hearing more about this
topic perhaps at a breakout session at a future IECA conference.

spoke with professionals from all over the world who are interested

Even with a slow economy it gave us hope to see that a small school

in referring clients to IECA members. Several expressed interest in

district of about 500 students in northern Nevada had sent all three

speaking at an IECA conference. Parents interested in our services and

of their special education teachers to the conference to learn new

educators who would like to attend IECA’s Summer Training Institute

techniques to maximize their students’ potential. We attended several

stopped by to speak with our volunteers. Many of the admission

workshops; the last one was about resilience and developing the gifts

officers from schools and colleges that specialize in LD were enthused

that LD students possess. It was an inspiring way to end the conference.

to see IECA at the conference. There was talk about pairing a school
with IECA members and presenting at future LDA conferences. We also
spoke at length with Connie Parr, past president of LDA, and the new
LDA president, Patricia Lillie. They are eager to pursue a close working
relationship with IECA members and urged us to reach out to other
local and state LDA members.

We want to thank IECA for supporting us in this endeavor and our
wonderful committee volunteers who gave their time to plan and
help at the conference: Nancy Black (RI), Paula Porter (PA), Rebecca
Reynolds (MD), Deborah Shawen (MD), and Marcia Simon (MD). A
special thanks goes to Mark Sklarow for his help, energy, and support,
including working at the IECA booth one day. We encourage all IECA

We viewed several exhibits and learned about new books and materials

members to visit the LDA Web site (www.LDAamerica.org) and join us

that are helpful to students with learning disabilities. Demonstrations

in reaching out to their members.
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Talk Like a Canadian
We may be meeting in the English-speaking province of Ontario, but that does not mean there aren’t some Canadian expressions that
you need to be aware of. If you can master a few of these popular expressions, you’ll be able to pass for a local…
Eh

Mickey

There’s no expression for which Canadians are better know than

Sitting at the hotel lounge in the states, you certainly don’t want

“eh.” Unlike the European use in which “eh” is similar to the

anyone to ‘slip you a mickey.’ In Canada it means something

American “huh?” seeking clarity, the Canadian “eh” is different.

different, as a “mickey” simply refers to a small bottle of alcohol.

It’s typically added as a way to check in with the listener, to make
sure he or she is following, understands, and is interested. “I plan
to head over to Tim Horton’s for a double double, eh?”

Pop
In the U.S. the “soda” vs. “pop” vs. “coke” battle rages throughout
the country, based on local lexicon. In Canada there is little

Loonie and Twoonie

disagreement. If you want a carbonated beverage, it’s a “pop.”

The one- and two-dollar coins here are referred to by their
nicknames. The “loonie” is a one-dollar coin that features a loon

Washroom

(a water bird) on its reverse side. The twoonie is a great collector’s

It’s break time at the conference. Do you need ‘the ladies’ room’

item for those who like foreign coins: this two-dollar coin has a

or ‘a restroom’ or, as they would say in England, ‘the loo?’ In

small silver coin embedded in a larger copper-colored one.

Canada there’s no contest as it is almost universally referred to as
‘the washroom.’

Keener
A person who is considered eager to show how much they know,

Hoser

used pejoratively as being ‘keen’ on showing how much more

Not that anyone at an IECA conference would ever be a “hoser,”

they know than others. “The presenter had a hard time with that

but you might run into one somewhere while in Toronto. It means

keener interrupting every ten minutes.”

something equivalent to a loser; someone who is a simpleminded, unmotivated, coach potato.

Conference, from page 1
performing arts, and wilderness

Wednesday, four opportunities remain

intervention are common to IECA

for those at the hotel: two Speed

gatherings (with new perspectives

Meetings are scheduled (one for

offered this spring), our location

traditional boarding options, the other

in Toronto allows us to offer some

for therapeutic options) as well as two

special programming, highlighting

pre-conference training sessions: one

Canadian offerings. Attendees will be

on Web-based marketing and the other

able to attend breakouts on admission

on language-based learning disabilities.

to Canadian universities, explore
boarding options in Ontario, and hear
from a panel of U.S. students studying
in Canada about their experiences
studying “abroad.”

Those who have not yet decided to
article for sightseeing options.
Those looking for more substantive
opportunities can explore nearly a
dozen campus tour opportunities in

Attendees are reminded that there is

and around Toronto, in Nova Scotia,

much to do and see before and after the

and in upstate New York. Just prior

formal conference. See accompanying

to the opening General Session on
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attend still have time to register.
Visit the IECA Web site for meeting
details (www.IECAonline.com) and a
link to our online registration process.
Follow updates on the IECA Facebook
page and through Twitter
at #iecaconference.
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While in Toronto
Whether you are a first-time traveler to Canada

legendary and stand in long lines for the coffee. Here, the most

or a regular visitor in Toronto, there’s much

common order is a “double double” a brewed coffee with two

to see and do in this cosmopolitan city. We’ve

sugars and two creams.

heard that many consultants and school
attendees plan to stay a weekend after the
conference to take it all in.

• The Hockey Hall of Fame. Everyone knows hockey is almost a
religion in Canada, and their tribute to all things hockey is located
just a couple of blocks from the hotel. The Air Canada Centre,

Fairmont Royal York Web page (www.fairmont.

home of the Toronto Maple Leafs, is located across the street from

com/royalyork/Recreation/Itineraries) offers a

the Fairmont, through Union Station.

great deal of useful information. This includes
two to three hour suggested itineraries and halfday excursions, allowing you to maximize those down times before
or after the conference. Many of these itineraries involve places to
visit that are within a few blocks walk of the convention hotel.
Those planning a stay over a longer time may want to explore the
Niagara region of Canada—one of the top winery/vineyard areas in
North America. The Web site www.niagararegion.ca details the many
attractions of this area including a winery tour covering the area from
Toronto to Niagara Falls, New York. The city of Stratford, home of the
largest Shakespeare festival, is located about an hour west of Toronto.
There is much to see within just a short walk from the hotel, including:
• CN Tower. The most iconic part of the Toronto skyline is the CN
Tower, the world’s highest freestanding structure (at 1,850 feet)
with observation decks, restaurants, and the world’s highest glassfloored elevator.

baseball against the Texas Rangers in the Rogers Center, just two
blocks away.
• Needs to do a little shopping? The Eaton Center is located about
five blocks away. Of course don’t forget to bring something fun and
inexpensive home for the little ones: a number of candy bars and
snacks that are found in Canada but not easily in the U.S. (like Aero
bars and pickle-flavored potato chips).
Just a bit further out, consider these options:
• Casa Loma. Built in the early 1900s, this six acre home of a
Canadian industrialist is considered North America’s only genuine
castle. Tours are offered daily.
• Royal Ontario Museum allows you to explore natural history while
other museums abound.
For entertainment purposes:

• To experience life like a true Canadian, you can do so and not walk
any further than the corner (or the corner after that or the corner
after that). American cravings for a Starbucks coffee or a warm
Krispy Kreme donut pales in comparison to the Canadian love affair
with Tim Hortons. Canadian cravings for “Timmy Ho’s” donuts are

Toronto Sponsors

• During the conference the Toronto Blue Jays will be in town playing

• Toronto is home to the Second City Comedy Troupe and offers
more live theater performances than any city in the world other
than London and New York. Among the shows in Toronto during
the conference: Mamma Mia and Rock of Ages.

(as of March 5, 2010)

IECA appreciates the support of our Toronto Conference Sponsors
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Top 10 Areas of Support for Students with
Asperger’s and LD As They Transition to College
by Michael P. McManmon, Ed.D., College Internship Program
As the number of people diagnosed with

to facilitate friendships. Students need to learn to interpret facial

Autism Spectrum Disorders including

expressions and take perspective on what others are feeling. They

Asperger’s syndrome, ADD, and other learning

can participate in small group sessions to discuss perspectives and

differences explodes to nearly one in 100, it

practice real-life social situations. They need to work on essential

is important to address the type of support

skills including reciprocal conversation, body language, eye contact,

these individuals will need as they transition
to college.
Most college age adults with learning differences have challenges in
areas of social, organizational, and executive functioning skills. Many
go off to a traditional college but aren’t successful because their
school does not provide the day-to-day supports they require. Even
though these bright young adults have great potential, many will
return home from college, isolate themselves, and lose motivation.

4

and spatial awareness.
Social Mentoring
Social Mentors are individuals who are a few years older

than students and act as role models for social and problemsolving skills. Research shows that role modeling by positive social
mentors in real-life situations carries the highest degree of learning
success. For example, practicing reciprocal conversation skills in a
grocery store is much more powerful with a Social Mentor than in

The following are 10 key areas of support that can help this growing

a classroom with a teacher. They can meet regularly with students

population transition successfully to college:

and work to improve social understanding while participating

1

Executive Functioning
College students with Asperger’s and learning differences may
be overwhelmed by the typical college experience. They need to

learn executive functioning skills which include planning, goal setting,
and scheduling, along with strategies for residential living. Students

with the students in their special interests. Mentors spend time
helping students work on their social challenges while encouraging

5

participation in real-world activities.
Sensory Integration
Students benefit from having a holistic understanding of their

also need to prioritize tasks and communicate more effectively. Each

sensory issues. This helps them improve attention, decrease anxiety,

student should work to develop organizational and follow through

and increase environmental comfort. Classes or individual sessions

strategies for his/her academic schedule. By working in small groups

that focus on sensory integration and the importance it has in everyday

and using visual prompts, these young adults can learn how to carry

tasks provide valuable insight and help to develop coping strategies.

2

these skills into their college classes, the workplace, and daily life.
Individual Tutorials and Study Groups
Individual and group tutoring sessions that meet throughout the

week keep students on track. These sessions should be designed to
help students in specific areas where they have difficulties as well as
improving basic academic skills. Students need assistance selecting
college courses and professors that will best meet their needs. They
may also need assistance in signing up for accommodations provided

3

by the disabilities support center on campus.
Social Competency
The social cognitive learning difference is the most abstract of

all learning differences. Students need to interpret what others are
thinking and feeling by assuming another’s perspective. Students
need to learn whole body listening, social inference, and use memory

These types of sessions include work on gross and fine motor control
and help students understand the effect of the individual senses
(tactile, vestibular, auditory, visual, and olfactory). Calming strategies
are taught as part of the curriculum and a sensory diet, or daily
activities that help calm and relax, can be established for each student.

6

Internships and Community Service
Internship placement is a crucial part of the college transition
experience, especially for students with learning disabilities.

Students who can apply their academic and social knowledge
directly in real-life workplace experiences will be successful.
Teachers can help students by assessing their interests and abilities
to find appropriate internships. Group meetings wherein students
can openly discuss personal experiences, performance, advocacy,
challenges, and what they have learned about themselves during the
continued on page 10
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Accommodations for College Students with
Learning and Other Disabilities: What’s Reasonable?
by Kendra Johnson, Ed.D., IECA (VA)
In recent months, a Princeton University

requirement in high school may well find his/her request for a foreign

student with a diagnosed learning disability

language waiver denied by a particular degree program. On the other

sued the institution under the Americans with

hand, an institution may perceive that foreign language is not essential

Disabilities Act (ADA) for its refusal to allow

for a fine arts degree, and as such, a request to waive or substitute an

her extended testing time on her mid-term

institution’s foreign language requirement in such instances may be

exams. According to published news articles,

viewed as reasonable.

the student received the accommodation of
extended testing time on both the ACT and
SAT, and on exams administered during her high school years. As of
this printing, the litigation is ongoing. But for educational consultants
who are accustomed to working with students who receive the
accommodation of extended time in high school, this high profile
litigation begs the question, “How can I help my students navigate
college accommodations, and what accommodations are considered
reasonable?”
Defining “Reasonable”
Under both the Americans with Disabilities Act (as recently amended)
and Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act, a reasonable
accommodation is considered to be a modification or adjustment to
a course, program, service, or facility, which ensures that a qualified
student with a disability is not excluded, segregated, or otherwise
treated differently. This is a far-reaching statement. It can be challenging
to dissect and easily misinterpreted. It is important to know that

There is particular concern as it relates to students studying in allied
health and professional programs in which the student’s ability to
provide safe and appropriate quality care is being measured. An
institution may logically determine that allowing a student with a
mixed receptive-expressive learning disability extended testing time to
complete an intubation procedure during a performance based clinical
exam is a fundamental alteration to the essential skill being measured.
However, permitting the same student extended time while completing
a pen and paper essay exam on the ethics of euthanasia may be viewed
as perfectly reasonable. One could argue that the allowance of extended
testing time has no adverse impact on the measurement of the student’s
ability to write a well-reasoned argument. Said another way, in the essay
example it is the demonstrated mastery of the subject matter that is
being measured, not how fast the student can write. But as it relates to
the clinical exam, one cannot negate the essentialness of being able to
complete a medical procedure within a certain time frame. Not doing so
can have deathly consequences.

neither the ADA nor Section 504 dictates a prescribed list of reasonable

In some instances, the question of reasonableness does not hinge on

accommodations that must be afforded to students at the college level;

the essentialness of the course of study (i.e. foreign language) or the skill

rather the two statutes provide a broad description of the necessary

being measured, but rather on the manner in which the degree program

actions that institutions must consider. Thus in defining “reasonable” in

is delivered. Consideration must be given to the intended design of a

the context of higher education, it is often easier to define what is not

program or curriculum. In an intensive, fast paced weekend Executive

reasonable.

MBA program designed to give students significant experience working

Case law has dictated that a modification or adjustment is not
reasonable if it would 1) fundamentally alter the essential nature of the
course, curriculum or program; 2) if it constitutes services of a personal
nature (such as private tutoring); 3) if it would result in an undue
administrative or financial burden for the institution; and 4) if it would
result in posing a direct threat to the health or safety of self or others.
Let’s look at each one of these issues a bit more closely. For the purpose
of this article, I will focus on the first, fundamental alterations, much

cooperatively and actively with classmates (such as on business case
studies), a student with a legitimate physical disability unable to attend
class regularly and participate in group projects may be denied a
request to participate via live streaming media. Why? The nature of
the program may be such that face-to-face interaction is necessary to
facilitate the learning process at hand. Some in-class activities may
simply not be able to be accomplished from afar without changing the
intended outcome of the activity.

more extensively.

Personal Services

Fundamental Alterations

For some students with disabilities, including students with learning

Substantial changes to admissions criteria, the way a course or program
is delivered, or the way an exam is administered, is not required
by colleges and universities if it fundamentally alters what is being
taught or measured. The courts have given deference to institutions in
determining if a requested accommodation results in a fundamental
alteration. For example, an institution may logically determine that
mastery of a foreign language is essential for students seeking a
degree in international business. Thus, a student with a languagebased learning disability who was exempt from a foreign language
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and other cognitive based disorders, assistance from specialized tutors
is perhaps the most prevalent accommodation afforded to students
during the K-12 educational experience. However, the courts have long
concluded that tutoring is a personal service and thus not required as
a reasonable accommodation by colleges and universities. The good
news is that some manner of tutoring is typically available on most
college campuses, and students with disabilities will have access
to existing tutoring services on the same basis as students without
continued on page 8
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Accommodations, from page 7
disabilities. However, a student with a non-verbal learning disability
requesting that the institution provide a private tutor with professional
experience teaching students with disabilities may well find his/her
request deemed unreasonable. So, too, may a student who requests

on the accommodation requested, the determination of reasonableness
may necessitate an interactive discussion between the student, the
academic program dean and/or course instructor, and the college
disability services administrator. Agreement and consensus may not
always be reached.

a university instructor to adapt his/her teaching style to the student’s

So, in light of the summary above and the existing lawsuit against

individual learning style. Requests that are of a personal preference in

Princeton University, can educational consultants expect that their

nature and scope are not viewed as reasonable and obligatory by most

students with well-documented disabilities will generally receive the

institutions.

accommodation of extended testing time when needed at the college

Undue Burden

of their choice? In addressing this question, there are many additional
factors to consider that are too numerous to explore in this brief article.

My review of case law has uncovered no instance in which the courts

But the short answer in most cases is possibly, more than likely—

have allowed an institution to refuse to provide accommodations

probably. However educational consultants can help college bound

solely on the basis of cost. However, my direct experience as a

students with disabilities navigate this ever changing landscape by

college administrator reflects on those instances in which a request

having the student engage in the following two-part exercise:

for accommodation was viewed by some schools of thoughts to be
an undue administrative burden. For example, an institution may
determine that it is not reasonable to prohibit the classmates and
dorm mates of a student with a chemical sensitivity disorder the use of

First, ask your students to think carefully about, and discuss directly with
you, the answers to the following questions:
1. What are the barriers or limitations resulting from the interaction

perfumes, deodorants, or hair products while in the student’s presence.

between your documented disability and the campus environment,

Administratively, it may be simply impossible to enforce. On the other

curriculum, or program you are considering;

hand, a school may determine that it is reasonable to grant the request
of a student who has a severe peanut allergy to have his/her residence
dining hall cease the use of peanut based products in its prepared foods,

2. What are the possible accommodations that you believe might
remove the barriers and why;

or at the very least, label all food items containing peanut products. In

3. Do you believe you would have equal access to the course, program,

this example, the problem is isolated to a particular dining hall and as

activity, or facility without the identified accommodations and why?

such, the school may very well determine that it is not an administrative
burden to do so.
Direct Threat
Although rare, there are instances in which the provision of an
accommodation can pose a direct threat to the health or safety of self
and others. For example, consider the student with a visual impairment
who uses a guide dog to navigate campus. The student is enrolled in a
class in which another student has severe allergic reactions to dog hair.
The allergic student makes an accommodation request that the student
with a visual impairment be removed from the class. Is this reasonable?
Is the visually impaired student’s accommodation of a guide dog
presenting a direct threat to the allergic student? Perhaps. However,
the “direct threat” prong may not be used to remove a service animal
from a classroom where another student has an allergy to that animal.
Instead, the institution may use its regular procedure for identifying an
accommodation or modification for both students; perhaps, for example,
assigning the students to different sections of the same class
So What’s the Bottom Line?
The Princeton University lawsuit, while alarming to some, is not a
rare occurrence. The number of college students with all manner of
disabilities (psychiatric conditions, disorders on the autism spectrum,
severe physical health conditions) seeking accommodations on college
campuses is increasing significantly. The issues surrounding college
accommodations are becoming much more complex. Institutions of
higher learning are charged with the challenging task of reviewing each
accommodation request on an individualized, case-by-case basis and
making a sound objective judgment. It is not always easy. Depending
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Upon answering these questions, your students should be able to
succinctly “flush” out those accommodations self-perceived as most
critical to full access and should enable him/her to clearly articulate a
sound rationale between his/her disability and the accommodations
they intend on seeking. Accommodations that have a direct link to the
student’s functional limitations are more likely to be approved. Keep in
mind that the identification of fair and reasonable accommodations is
the goal. Unnecessary and “just because” accommodations should fall
quickly by the way side. In other words, just because an accommodation
was previously received in a K-12 setting, it does not mean that it is
reasonable or necessary in a higher education setting. Therefore in
promoting this exercise, educational consultants should encourage their
students to be mindful that “fair” does not mean that everyone gets
what they want. It doesn’t mean that everyone gets the same thing.
“Fair” means that everyone gets what they need, based to a large extent
on the interpretation and application of relevant disability law.
Next, after the student has narrowed down his/her final college selection
list, have the student ask the college disability support services office the
following questions:
1. Whether the possible accommodations the student has identified
would fundamentally alter the nature of or effect the essential
elements of the intended course of study;
2. Whether providing the accommodations would result in an undue
burden for the college;
3. If applicable, whether the identified accommodations would be
continued on page 12
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introductions

Please Welcome IECA’s New
Professional Members
Lee Bierer (NC)

Kimberly Davis

Sara Frampton

(NC) has worked

(CA) has worked

as an educational

as an educational

consultant since 2002

consultant since

and has been an

1982. She is a

associate member

licensed educational

since 2006. Her

psychologist and

has worked as an

previous experience includes working

marriage and family therapist. Sara

educational consultant

as a school counselor, college advisor/

previously worked as a special education

for five years. She

consultant, and a cultural anthropologist,

classroom teacher, a resource specialist,

previously worked as

studying development and health education

school psychologist, and educational

director of marketing

programs for low-income mothers in Bolivia,

advocate in private practice.

at World Affairs

and lactation education programs in the U.S.

Council, and director of marketing and
development at Jewish Family Services.

Kimberly volunteered as an alumni
interviewer for Yale for 10 years, and is chair

Lee earned a Certificate in College

of Feile Rince Charlotte, an annual Irish

Counseling from UCLA Extension; an M.Ed

dance competition.

in career education from Antioch; and a B.A.
in Spanish from Colgate University.
Lee is a member of SACAC. She writes a
weekly column for the Charlotte Observer,
“Countdown to College,” that is syndicated

Sara offers free and low-cost advocacy for
special needs children.
She earned a B.A. in psychology from The
George Washington University; an M.Ed.
in special education from University

She is a member of NACAC and the National

of Virginia; an M.S. in counseling from

Association for Gifted Children.

San Diego State University; and a

Kimberly is a Certified Educational
Planner. She earned a B.A. and M.A. in

Ph.D. in psychology from USIU/Alliant
International University.

anthropology from Yale University; an

Sara provided in-service training at San

M.S. in school counseling from University

Diego State University and for many local

Lee and her husband Jeffrey just celebrated

of West Alabama; and a Certificate in

school districts.

their 25th anniversary. They are the proud

College Counseling from UCLA Extension.

parents of two University of North Carolina

Kimberly also did some doctoral work

at Chapel Hill students: Their son David is

at Stanford and the New School for 		

in the Kenan-Flagler School of Business;

Social Research in Anthropology and

and their daughter Lucy is double-majoring

Gender Studies.

nationally by McClatchy Newspapers.

in Peace, War & Defense and International
Studies and minoring in Arabic.

find colleges that represent the right fit for

high school. They moved to Charlotte in

them, I have found the perfect fit for me. I love

2005 from New Jersey. Her hobbies include

what I do and thoroughly enjoy the students

reading, traveling, camping, and cooking.
Kimberly L. Davis, M.A., M.S., CEP

Lee Bierer, M.Ed.

Kimberly Davis, Educational Consulting

College Admissions Strategies

P.O. Box 383

7226 Jardiniere Court

Charlotte/Huntersville, NC 28070

Charlotte, NC 28226

Phone: 704-458-8929

Specialty: C

Resource Specialists and Special Education

and Attorneys.

daughter Madeline who is about to start

Web: www.collegeadmissionsstrategies.com

Psychologists, California Association of

is an attorney with the Federal Defenders

independent counselor and helping students

E-mail: lee@collegeadmissionsstrategies.com

LDA, San Diego Association of School

Teachers, and Council of Parent Advocates

“As corny as it sounds, while being an

Phone: 704-907-5685

Association of School Psychologists,

Kimberly’s husband of 18 years, Peter Adolf,

of Western North Carolina. They have a

and the college admissions process.”

She is a member of the California

E-mail: daviscollegeconsulting@gmail.com
Web: www.daviseducationalconsulting.com
Specialty: C
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Sara is married to a retired firefighter. She
loves to garden, hike, and ski. They enjoy
traveling abroad and in the U.S.
Sara Frampton, Ph.D.
Advocacy Associates, Inc.
13983 Mango Drive, Suite 206
Del Mar, CA 92014
Phone: 858-755-7843
E-mail: osaraf@aol.com
Web: www.advocacyassociates.net
Specialties: L, N
continued on page 10
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Top 10 Areas, from page 6

given to issues related to learning

Introductions, from page 9

differences. Present topics such as
internship process are very beneficial for all

friendship building, communication skills,

who attend.

relationship dynamics, and sexuality

Community service can be a less stressful

education. Don’t assume that your student

opportunity for students to learn more

on the spectrum does not need basic

about themselves and what they like.

instruction in common strategies such as

Through community service, students gain

initiating friendships and conversations, to

a sense of accomplishment and achieve

learning how and when to be intimate.

personal growth by contributing their time

10

7

to help others.
Wellness

Individual Therapy
Many students on the
spectrum need support with

Kathryn March
(TN) has worked
as an educational
consultant and has
been an associate
member for
three years. She
previously worked as a school counselor
and counseling department chair at Page
High School in Franklin, Tennessee.
Kathryn attended IECA’s 2007 Summer

social, anxiety, and sensory issues. Every

Training Institute. She earned a B.A. in

both reduce stress and elevate their level

student arrives at college with a unique set

sociology from Wells College, teaching

of healthy functioning. Exercise and a good

of challenges. Most attend college without

certification from the University of Rhode

diet increases energy, promotes positive

being able to ask a teacher for help, work

Island, and an M.S. in counseling and

social behaviors, and strengthens the

in a group, or develop typical college

student personnel from Minnesota State

immune system. It can also improve self-

friendships. Individual therapy utilizing

University at Mankato. Kathryn is a

esteem as well as perceptions of others.

cognitive behavior therapy is very effective

Certified Educational Planner.

Starting with individual assessments,

in assisting students to deal with their

students can then focus on the areas of

emotions and to solve problems.

nutrition, hygiene, sensory diets, weight

As the number of students being

ministry, developing curricula and

diagnosed with Asperger’s and learning

programs for high school students that

differences increases dramatically, colleges

focus on development of career interests

need to develop curricula and supports

and college placement for minority, first

that provide them with individualized

generation students.

8

A healthy lifestyle can help a person

control, and physical fitness.
Reframing
Reframing is a concept that helps

students connect the dots between
behavior and emotion. Reframing is a
themed pro-social activity that aid students’
self-understanding and provides daily
structure to one’s life.
A gathering once a day, usually in the
morning, provides a consistent schedule
where students can evaluate their feelings
and plan out their day. This may seem
mundane, but students with Asperger’s and
learning differences may crave consistency,
so a daily practice strongly aids the

9

alteration of behavioral patterns.
Relationship Development
Students need to explore attitudes

and values regarding healthy relationship
development with special consideration

services. It is of paramount importance
that institutions hoping to address this
increase can incorporate at least some of
these concepts into their special programs
for this population.
Michael McManmon has 35 years of
experience with students with learning
differences and Asperger’s syndrome,
and he himself was diagnosed with
Asperger’s syndrome. He is the founder
of CIP (www.collegeinternshipprogram.

She has done extensive work with an
after school program at an inner city

Kathryn is a member of NACAC, National
Career Development Association, and
American Counseling Association.
Kathryn is married, and her husband Sal
is a professor at Vanderbilt University.
They have two grown children and
two grandchildren, with a third on
the way. She has recently coauthored
and published a book entitled: My
Grandmother is…praying for me.

com), a program that eases the transition

Kathryn March, M.S., CEP

to university and independence for young

Educational and Career Consultant

adults with learning differences, and

605 Good Springs Road

will be presenting a breakout session in

Brentwood, TN 37027

Toronto on the topic.

Phone: 615-300-4471
E-mail: ktm@kathrynmarch.com
Web site: http://kathrynmarch.com
Specialty: C
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We’ve Been Asked: Are Campus Visits
Necessary?”
A non-member educational consultant recently sent us the following

a school. Other published sources such as guides from Princeton

e-mail: I have read your requirements to become a member, and I am

Review and Fiske are also critical components, but of course these

not impressed with your college visitation requirement. Why should

are the evaluations of someone else, and someone whose opinion

my opinion of any college matter? I’m not attending THAT college,

may or may not match your own.

so a student’s judgment of the college’s environment is more reliable
than mine. I won’t be living there, so my emotional response to the
college visit will in no way come anywhere close to the student’s.

Most consultants also get feedback from past clients, which is
a way to ensure that their impressions of a school are in fact
accurate. Others look at student Web sites and other ways to get a
less filtered view of what current students are thinking

Dear Colleague,
Thanks for your note, and for giving me the
opportunity to explain our campus visit policy.
You are certainly correct that a student’s view of a
college’s environment is the more critical piece in
their college search. But that is not to say that it is
unimportant for an educational consultant.

Note: On average,
IECA members visit
25 – 30 campuses each
year. This translates
into over 11,000
campus visits a year
by our professional
members alone.

The role of the college consultant is not, as the media

and saying about their school.
For consultants, particularly IECA members, what really
distinguishes them from school-based counselors is that
they do visit campuses. How better to describe a potential
school to a student than to be able to share a view, in order
to discuss it as a potential match. Consultants can sit in the
dining hall, observe interaction, read bulletin boards to see
what events are coming, notice the influence of the Greek

would have us believe, to sit back, let a student decide where they

system, and discern what the political climate is. A consultant can

want to go and then “help them get in.” As I’m sure you agree, the

wander over to ‘Main Street’ and see the student/town interaction,

key role of the educational consultant is to find the best possible

observe the maintenance of the physical plant, and see if students

match between a student’s educational, social, community needs

USE the gym, the library, the student support center, etc.

and desires, and what colleges offer. A student’s learning style, the
campus’ political environment, academic vs. social component,
weekend activities, LD support services, physical environment, and
so much more go into this important decision.

Of course there are added benefits to such tours: consultants become
acquainted with college admission representatives, developing
a stronger professional relationship that is further aided by the
hundreds of college that participate in IECA conferences and

Many consultants indicate that one of the great satisfactions in their

programs yearly. Moreover, while some consultants visit campuses

life is introducing students to a potential college that the family has

individually, more visit together with colleagues or take part in the

never heard of, but which proves to be an exceptional choice—just

many organized tours that IECA plans throughout the year. This

the right match for the interests and educational needs.

provides opportunities to interact with peers, discuss changes in the

A great consultant, then, needs to have as much information about

admission scene, new developments on campus, and so much more.

colleges as possible. It is this accumulation of knowledge that allows

No one source of information is sufficient to gain a complete

the match to be suggested so that a student can then plan a visit and

view of a college, but it is the visit—a personal visit by a trained

evaluate on their own.

professional—that when combined with statistics, published reports,

Consultants can gain this information from a variety of sources. To
be sure, exploring Web sites, view books, and literature is important.
However these are written by a university’s hired public relations
firm, and so while critical information will be shared, it is skewed to

Web sites and more, is likely to provide the best, most complete
picture of a college or university. Such a picture informs the
consultant whether or not a school should be placed on the list of
possibilities, allowing a student to conduct their own research.

present the best possible image of a school. It’s one thing for a small

It is this difference that makes consultants invaluable for families and

college to claim 75 clubs, but the real question is: are these clubs

makes IECA members the most respected in the field.

active? Welcoming? Supported by the student body overall?
Consultants should also make use of published data, like that
produced by Wintergreen Orchard House. But we all know that
numbers—minimum GPAs, test scores, size of freshman class,
etc.—tell only part of the story. Numbers do not capture the feel of
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Sincerely,
Mark H. Sklarow, Executive Director, IECA
To order copies of ‘How to Test Drive a College’ flyer, contact the
IECA office at 703-591-4850.
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confronted with an unexpected “no” response to an accommodation

Accommodations, from page 8
viewed in any way as a direct threat to the health and safety of self or
others;

request after enrollment. Once enrolled, however, receiving a “no”
response should never be viewed as the end of the accommodation
discussion. While institutions may at times have a valid and legitimate

4. Whether there are any viewed consequences of the identified

reason to conclude that an accommodation request is not reasonable,

accommodations upon the operation and educational mission of the

with a little self-advocacy, ingenuity, creativity, and a collaborative spirit

institution, specific courses, program, or curriculum;

with college administrators and faculty, very often alternative yet equally

5. Whether there are any other potential barriers that may prevent the
student from receiving the identified accommodations?
It goes without saying that a student’s due diligence in exploring the
institution’s general philosophy towards accommodating students with
disabilities is an essential component of the enrollment decision, among
other factors. By engaging in this discovery process during the college
selection process, hopefully students will find themselves less likely

in the news

effective accommodations that are indeed reasonable can be identified.
Well-informed IECA educational consultants can serve a key role in
guiding and supporting students through that process.
Kendra Johnson is a principal partner of Transition 2 College (formerly
Transition Game Educational Consultants, LLC) and is director of
disability accommodations for the Graduate Management Admission
Council, owner of the GMAT®.

others, in response to her blog, where she
posted the cut-off scores necessary for
students in individual states to qualify for

Getting into Top Colleges.”
Lisa McLaughlin (CA) was featured in the
December 1 issue of Inside Higher Ed, in the

Shirley Bloomquist (VA) was quoted in the

merit scholarship consideration.

February 18 issue of The Washington Post, in

Dean Skarlis (NY) is a regular guest on the

the article GWU E-mail Welcomes Rejected

local CBS affiliate in Albany, New York, on a

Early-decision Applicants.

program called “The Answers Team,” which

Nancy Federspiel (MA) wrote an article for

includes financial advisors, CPAs, Mortgage

the Bolton College Beat on Wicked Local.

Specialists, and Dean. They take viewer

com on January 21, entitled Some Common

calls during the evening newscast every

Carol Gill (NY) was featured in the January

Myths About College Admissions.

Wednesday night and answer questions

29 issue of The Rivertown Enterprise, in the

or discuss topical issues. Dean talks about

article, Gill Marks 25 Years of Navigating the

financing college, maximizing scholarship

Admissions Process.

chances, financial aid, student loans, and

More than 45 IECA members were quoted in

overall college planning. Dean was also

The Portable Guidance Counselor from the

interviewed on the “Fagan Financial Hour”

Princeton Review.

Renee LeWinter Goldberg (MA) was
featured on the Equalia.info Web site, in
the Residential Special Education Schools
California section for her comprehensive
plan for educational consultants with
students with learning disabilities that are
transitioning to college.
Katherine Cohen (NY) was interviewed on the
Today Show on February 4 on College Visits
on a Budget; her article on the same topic is

on WGY AM radio on March 7 about the cost
of and planning for college

article, The Big Admissions Shift.
George Kirkpatrick (GA) was quoted in the
article Admissions Consultants on 		
www.connectwithkids.com on March 3.
IECA was also featured in this article.

IECA Executive Director Mark Sklarow
was quoted in the New Bern Sun Journal’s

Lisa Bleich (NJ) was quoted in the New York

February 28 article, Former Executive

Times College Corner blog on March 2 about

Shepherds Teens To College.

class planning.

IECA was mentioned in the School Library

Associate member Marna Atkin (NY) was

Journal’s January 27 review of Get Into

featured in several publications for her new

College Handbook. “Expert advice from

book, The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Getting

the Independent Educational Consultants

Into Top Colleges. The book was reviewed by

Association is sprinkled throughout the

NACAC, and Marna was featured in SoSara.

book in special Counselor’s Corner articles”;

Nancy Griesemer (VA) was featured in

com (Southern Saratoga online) on September

and in The Washington Post’s “The Answer

several publications, including CBS’s

28, Reader’s Digest.com on September 16, and

Sheet” blog on February 4, listing IECA’s

Moneywatch.com on February 12, The

the Albany Times Union in on August 16. She

tips on hiring an educational consultant; and

Chronicle of Higher Education on March 10,

also wrote an article for The Jewish World,

in the February 8 Daily Beast article, Dirty

Boston.com on February 10, among many

10 Tips from “The Complete Idiot’s Guide to

Secrets of College Coaches.

featured on the Today Moms Web site.
Bruce Vinik (MD) is a regular contributor
to Valerie Strauss’s blog on education, The
Answer Sheet for The Washington Post.
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initiatives

Lisa Bleich (NJ) presented “Maximize Your College Search in a
Down Market” at the Scotch Plains Public Library in New Jersey on
March 10.

Paul Levitch (KY) was recently installed on the board of directors for
RAVSAK: The Jewish Community Day School Network.
Judi Robinovitz (FL) has accepted an invitation to serve on the
board of directors of the new Autism Help Network of Palm
Beach County.

Vicky Newman (CT) held a regional conference on learning
differences on March 11 and 12 with Landmark College.
Rachel Sobel (PA) was recently the featured speaker at a community
tutoring and test prep agency on “College Planning for Students
with Learning Differences.”

Associate member Marla Platt (MA) gave a workshop on “Getting
A Grip On The College Admissions Process” on March 2 at the
Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High School.

IECA MEMBERS Detail
their New Projects
IECA member Erin Avery (NJ) created
CollegeApp, the first and only interactive college
search tool available on the App Store for iPhone
and iPod Touch. CollegeApp incorporates a fun

Associate member Marna Atkin (NY) provided a college counseling
seminar on April 28 at the Guiderland public library.

The MBA Reality Check by Evan Forster, (NY) and
David Thomas
MBA programs are no longer seeking functionary
number crunchers. They want a new generation
of global visionaries and leaders whose goals are
in line with their programs’ social, global, and transformational
21st century consciousness. The MBA Reality Check gives what
MBA hopefuls need: the understanding that clearly, honestly, and

and interactive student-centered approach to

boldly communicating “who you are” is what gets top admissions

exploring a good fit and match for each student,

officers to stand up and take notice. The stories and info in this

based on several criteria. CollegeApp contains 600 of the most

book apply to graduate school candidates in general, and even

selective colleges in the U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico.

college bound students.

Users build a version of their ideal college characteristics

The book helps readers discover how to explore, define, and

using an avatar with rotating body parts that correspond

describe professional long- and short-term goals they can be

to attributes such as campus size, location, cost, Greek life,

passionate about. It also reveals what extracurricular activities

and selectivity. The results page includes the most updated

say about your candidates, their unexpected role in telling

specifics self-reported by each college so that the information

their stories, and why community service matters to an MBA

is accurate, current, and pertinent. A map shows locations with

admissions committee. The book teaches readers how to master

a direct link to each college Web site. Users can explore myriad

the all-important essays. A unique chapter on learning disabilities

possibilities and use CollegeApp again and again using different

addresses an area other MBA admissions guides ignore. The MBA

combinations of attributes.

Reality Check also provides valuable insight into getting the most

CollegeApp also offers a search feature geared toward guidance
counselors, educational consultants, and parents alike. In a
matter of seconds, users can isolate every college with Greek

from recommenders and lays out strategies for adding value to
each recommendation. Readers will learn how to sharpen their
interview skills with real interview questions and advice on getting
off the waitlist and into the program of their choice.

life, or every college located in a small town or city, or every
college in a hot climate, or any number of combinations of the
above. CollegeApp helps to narrow from hundreds of great
colleges to a manageable number, and encourages all to focus
on best fit decisions.

Georgia Irvin (MD) published the third edition of her
book, Georgia Irvin’s Guide to Schools. “The decision
about where a child will go to school is one of the
most important a family will make. Each child has
individual social, practical, and academic needs. This

IECA members are encouraged to rate CollegeApp on the App

book is a fantastic tool and will make the school search easier for

Store Web site.

new and lifelong residents of Washington alike.” —Hillary Clinton,
U.S. Secretary of State and former senator from New York.
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IECA Foundation 2010 Annual Giving Donors
(as of March 10, 2010)
Charter Circle 		
($1,000 - $4,999)

Jean Baldwin
Carrie and David Beecher
Katherine Cohen
Christopher and Catherine
Covert
Alan Haas
Jean Hague
Leadership Circle
($500 - $999)

Patron ($100 - $249)

Leigh Ann Cahill

Diane Arnold

Pearl Glassman

Peggy Baker

Lida Griest

R. Gordon Bingham

Loredana Harrison

Ellen Brown

Barbara LeWinter

Kathie Carnahan

Rosalind Marie

Robert Casanova

Bernice Ann Munsey

Joan Casey

Parents’ Independent School
Network, Inc.

Deborah Davis
Marilyn G.S. Emerson
Thomas Eppley, Jr.

Robin Abedon

Diane Geller

Camille Bertram

Doretta Katzter Goldberg

Gwynne Hales

Ellen Aronis Heard

Lynn Hamilton

Chip and Claire Law

Ethna Hopper

Shirley Levin

Lynn Luckenbach

Karen Mabie

Barry Sysler

Londa May
Ann Montgomery

Benefactor 		
($250-$499)

William Morse

Joseph Dobson

National Charity League, Inc.Canyon Chapter

Geraldine Fryer

Mark Sklarow

Carol Gill
Georgia K. Irvin
Dodge Johnson
Joan Koven
Anita Moriarty
Nicole Oringer

Louise Slater and May Peach

Rebecca Reynolds
Janet Rooker
Janet Rosier

Admiral Farragut Academy

The Cleveland Foundation

David Altshuler
Lynnette Bennett

and a performance by
Dr. Mike Mandel, master
hypnotist, at 8:00 p.m.

Wendy Williams
Elizabeth Zucker

Hillside
Challenge/IECA
Foundation
Endowment 2010
Donors
Jeannie Borin

Imy Wax

Donor (up to $99)

VIP reception for sponsors
and consultants at 7:00 p.m.

Elissa Sommerfield

Bruce Vinik

Diane Rapp

May 13, 2010
Conference Hotel

Christine Scott

Rachel Sobel

Richard Webster

Join the IECA
Foundation in
Toronto for the
Foundation
Spring Gala and
annual fundraiser

Katz Fund 2010
Donors
Jason Katz
Louise Kreiner
Carol Loewith
Marcia Rubinstien

Ed Kowalchick
Memorial Fund
2010 Donors
Diane Grant Albrecht
Judith Bass
Camille Bertram
Chris and Andrea
Chirieleison
Skip and Britt Flanagan
Peter Gallo
Steven Roy Goodman
Nancy Greene
Aimee Gruber
Alan Haas
Whitney Laughlin
Midge Lipkin
Nancy Masland
Thomas and Rochelle
Millhiser
Graydon Mitchell
Ronald Romanowich
Wolfeboro: The Summer
Boarding School
Rhea Wolfram

The IECA Foundation Board announced four grant
recipients following their January 2010 meeting in Falls
Church, Virginia.
Austin Bat Cave

Community Preparatory School

The Hand & Wing program of the Austin Bat Cave (ABC) in

The Community Preparatory School (Providence, Rhode

Austin, Texas received a $5,000 award from the Foundation. ABC

Island) received a $5,000 grant from the Foundation to support

is a non-profit writing and tutoring center for children in Austin,

their summer programs. Community Preparatory School is

Texas, serving over 760 students and engaging a corps of 100

an independent middle school, founded in 1983 to challenge

volunteers over the past school year. They provide children

minority and low-income children to succeed in college-

and teenagers (ages 6 - 18) with opportunities to develop their

preparatory high school programs and to become community

creative and expository writing skills and offer free school-

leaders. IECA Foundation grants in the past have help support

based and after-school tutoring programs that connect a diverse

TestPrep, a two-week summer program that helps seventh and

population of young writers with a dynamic community of adult

eighth graders prepare for the standardized tests necessary

volunteers in central Texas. ABC also provides free writing

for admission into competitive college-prep high-school

workshops, such as college-essay writing, screenwriting, hip-

programs and SummerPrep which provides academic support

hop poetry, and writing about music, throughout the school

and safe recreational activities for 120 low-income students of

year. Steve Antonoff, Board Chairman for the IECA Foundation,

color during the month of July. Board Chairman Antonoff was

was enthusiastic about the Hand & Wing program application,

enthusiastic in his praise, “With its high academic expectations

“This program is a school-based project that aims to increase

and strong recreational component, the program provides a

grammatical fluency through creative writing and is the perfect

consistent focus on learning and a nurturing environment that

example of the kind of student outreach that the Foundation

fosters student achievement and the IECA Foundation is proud

seeks to support.” Hand & Wing was developed in conjunction

to support these goals.”

with the Austin school district’s Advancement Via Individual

Motivating Our Students Through Experience (MOSTE)

Determination program (AVID) in the fall of 2008. During the
2009-2010 school year, Hand & Wing will serve Austin and
Anderson High Schools and Kealing Middle School.
Children’s Help and Assistance for Residential
Treatment (CHART)

The Foundation also renewed a previous grant of $5,000 to
Motivating Our Students Through Experience (MOSTE) in Los
Angeles, California. MOSTE is a mentoring, scholarship, and
college-access program for underserved Los Angeles girls
who dream of going to college. MOSTE partners with middle

The Children’s Help and Assistance for Residential Treatment
(CHART) in Tucson, Arizona was granted $2,975 from the
Foundation. CHART provides educational and fiscal support
services to adoptive families raising children with mental
illnesses. Children who have survived abuse and neglect
and who are part of the foster care system typically have no
educational stability. Their academic performance is undermined
by frequent moves, lack of emotional attachment, inadequate
nutrition and sleep, and preoccupation with abuse. Funds from
the IECA Foundation will enable CHART to reach out to adoptive
families in crisis and to provide information and diagnostic and
therapeutic resources. About CHART, Steve Antonoff remarked,
“We are happy that these funds will help to support the special
families who have reached out to these children in dire need.”

schools and a university to provide a unique program that
begins in 7th grade and continues through high school. The
IECA award is for the support of “More MOSTE,” a collegeincentive and scholarship program for high school girls that
partners with Occidental College in Los Angeles. Their goal
is to remove traditional barriers among underserved girls to
prepare and help fund all of their students to attend a four-year
college. The program stresses personal development as well as
academic achievement because they believe personal growth
and understanding contribute to developing the whole college
woman. “IECA Foundation is pleased to continue support of the
MOSTE program and proud to witness the success stories of
the young women who have benefited from the program and
enrolled in colleges,” remarked Steve Antonoff.
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A therapeutic college-preparatory boarding school
for students in 9-12 grade in Vermont

King George
School
Rigorous college
preparatory curriculum including
Advanced Placement® courses
Visual and performing arts
College placement counseling
and SAT/ACT preparation
Integrated Development Plan
(academic, clinical, and student life)
Individual, group, and family therapy
Professional and experienced
clinical staff
Beautiful rural setting in
Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom

National Association
of Therapeutic Schools and
Programs

King George School
2684 King George Farm Road, Sutton, Vermont 05867
1-800-218-5122 | kinggeorgeadmissions@uhsinc.com
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Extension
Pathway

Discover the
Pathway Difference
Now there’s a complete college experience specially
designed for students with intellectual and other
developmental disabilities.
Introducing Pathway, a two-year
certificate program from UCLA Extension.
Pathway’s curriculum promotes: academics,
life skills, career exploration, and the transition
to independence.
As part of the experience, Pathway students live
near the beautiful UCLA campus, where they can
enjoy a wide range of social, recreational, and
cultural activities.
We invite you to explore the many benefits of a
Pathway education. Applications are now being
accepted.
For more information call (310)794-1235 or visit
us online at uclaextension.edu/pathway.

10360.indd 1

Franklin Academy

10/1/09 8:54 AM

college preparatory program serving students
with NLD and Asperger’s in grades 9 - 12

Franklin Learning Institute
transitional and associate degree program for
young adults with NLD and Asperger’s

Franklin Evaluation Center
comprehensive diagnostic assessments

www.fa-ct.org

106 River Road East Haddam, CT 06423 860-873-2700
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Small College.
Huge Opportunities.

experienceforalifetime
At Marymount Manhattan College,
students live and study in the heart
of New York City. And with diverse
cultural events and internships that
give students real world experience
even before they graduate, learning
happens 24/7. If your students are
looking for a small, private liberal arts
college and want to be in New York City,
MMC may be the perfect fit.
Call 1-800-MARYMOUNT
Take an online tour:
www.mmm.edu/visit
Email: admissions@mmm.edu

221 East 71st Street New York, NY 10021
www.mmm.edu
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Since 1963

A therapeutic, special education
boarding school for 34 boys
in Charlottesville, Virginia.

• Academic and Emotional Growth
• Social Functioning
• Executive Functioning
• Relationship-Based Program
• Nurturing, Structured Environment
• State Licensed and Accredited
• SEVIS Approved
• Member NAPSEC, NATSAP, and VAISEF
www.littlekeswickschool.net 434-295-0457
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An independent day and boarding school for grades
9–12 located in Northeastern Vermont

dream
At St. Johnsbury Academy,
we encourage our students to…

big

– Diverse 219 course curriculum
– 21 Advanced Placement courses
– Small class size (average 12 students)

– STeM Program – college level engineering courses
– 40 offerings in the visual and performing arts
– Boarding students from 25 countries and as many U.S. states
– Day students from 50 surrounding towns and villages
– $60 million campus in beautiful, small town setting

Street | St.1Johnsbury,
Vermont
05819
beacon 1000
ad 4c Main
7.5 x 4.9:Layout
7/25/09 11:54
AM Page
1 | 802.751.2130 | admissions@stjacademy.org | www.stjohnsburyacademy.org

Find yourself
at Beacon College!
L EESBURG , F LORIDA

e only accredited college oﬀering
B.A. and A.A. degrees
exclusively for students
with learning disabilities,
or AD/HD, or Gifted LD.

Whether you are a transfer student in a college program
that is not suited to your unique learning or organizational
needs, or you are a high school student looking for
comprehensive academic support not readily available in
college, now there is hope. ere is a place that “gets it”.

ere is Beacon College.
Major & Minor Offerings:

Minors Are Available In:

Bachelor of Art Degree Options

Psychology

Human Services

K-6 Education

Liberal Studies

Business Management

Computer Information Systems
(Web/Digital Media Track
or Information Systems Track)

English/Literature
History

Associate of Art Degree Options are Available in
Liberal Studies, Human Services, and Computer Information Systems

(352) 787-7249 • (352) 638-9731
admissions@beaconcollege.edu • www.beaconcollege.edu
Beacon College is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
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IECA’s Transitioning to Private Practice Workshop
Wednesday, September 29, 2010
St. Louis, Missouri
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
IECA has designed this full-day training program

to guide you through the process. The training

specifically for school-based

program will take place one day

college counselors and college

prior to the NACAC conference in

admission representatives

St. Louis.

exploring a transition to private
practice. It is not designed

This workshop is open to all

for those who have already

admissions and counseling

established a private practice.

professionals and prospective

The program will explore topics

consultants; membership in IECA

such as how to set up a small

or NACAC is not required, nor do

home- or office-based business,

you need to be registered for the

how ethics and credibility

NACAC Conference to attend.

issues impact those working
independently, and how to write

To register online, go to the NACAC

a personal “Transition Plan”

Web site at www.nacacnet.org
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Shimer

Read More. Learn more.
www.Shimer.edu
312.235.3500
admission@shimer.edu

The Great Books College of Chicago

Shimer is a small independent four-year liberal arts college located just
minutes from downtown Chicago. Our students develop their capacity for
critical thought and interpersonal communication through careful reading
of the Great Books, which sustain a life-long passion for learning. With an
average class size under twelve students, a full-time teaching faculty, and
Great Books, Shimer offers a rare and enduring educational experience.

Going to be in Chicago? Visit us and sit in on a class.
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